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ABSTRACT 11 

Minerals reveal the nature of the co-evolving geosphere and biosphere through billions of years 12 

of Earth history. Mineral classification systems have the potential to elucidate this rich 13 

evolutionary story; however, the present mineral taxonomy, based as it is on idealized major 14 

element chemistry and crystal structure, lacks a temporal aspect and thus cannot reflect planetary 15 

evolution. A complementary evolutionary system of mineralogy based on the quantitative 16 

recognition of “natural kind clustering” for a wide range of condensed planetary materials with 17 

different paragenetic origins has the potential to amplify, though not supersede, the present 18 

classification system.  19 
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INTRODUCTION 25 

For more than 2000 years, the classification of natural objects and phenomena into “kinds” has 26 

been a central pursuit of natural philosophers (Aristotle/Thompson 1910; Locke 1690; Linnaeus 27 

1758). The modern mineral classification system, rooted in the chemical framework of James 28 

Dwight Dana (1850), is based on unique combinations of idealized major element composition 29 

and crystal structure (Strunz 1941; Palache et al. 1944, 1951; Liebau 1985; Mills et al. 2009). This 30 

robust and effective scheme not only allows for the unambiguous and reproducible categorization 31 

of most natural crystalline materials, but it also reflects the thermodynamic importance of end-32 

member phases in characterizing the complex natural world. However, this system of mineralogy 33 

is but one of many potentially valid formalisms; natural condensed materials have also been 34 

successfully organized according to their importance to specialized fields, for example in 35 

gemology, ore geology, petrology, or the construction industry. 36 

Effective scientific classification systems not only define and organize objects of nature, but 37 

they also reflect and elaborate current theory, for example in the context of an evolving natural 38 

world. Biological classification schemes from Linnaeus’ Systema Naturae (1758), to those 39 

incorporating patterns of interbreeding (e.g., Mayr 1969), to modern genetic analyses (e.g., Pace 40 

2009; Ruggiero et al. 2015) implicitly incorporate information on inherited similarities, coupled 41 

with differences that arise through Darwinian selection, and thus are effectively evolution-based 42 

(Richards 2016). Many other familiar classification systems incorporate evolutionary time series, 43 

either explicitly (i.e., the stages of cell division; embyogenesis) or implicitly (stellar classification; 44 

human technologies). 45 

By contrast, mineralogical classification systems, which traditionally have been more deeply 46 

rooted in inorganic chemistry and materials science than planetary evolution, have long relied on 47 
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a combination of physical and chemical attributes to distinguish mineral “species” (Burke 1969; 48 

Povarennykh 1972; Hazen 1984). This longstanding tradition does not incorporate a temporal or 49 

evolutionary framework, either implicitly or explicitly (however, see Heaney 2016). Here I 50 

propose a complementary classification method that exploits the inherent evolving “messiness” of 51 

planetary materials by grouping them according to “natural kind clusters” (Boyd 1999). Natural 52 

solids, including a variety of noncrystalline condensed materials not represented by the current 53 

formalism, can be categorized by distinct “kinds” according to their distinctive combinations of 54 

nonideal atomic structures, complex chemical compositions, variable physical properties, and 55 

diverse modes of origin. Cluster analysis based on the observed range of properties in natural 56 

specimens thus complements and amplifies, though not supercedes, the present mineral 57 

classification scheme as codified by the International Mineralogical Association (IMA). By 58 

recognizing natural kinds of planetary materials, this approach to mineral classification 59 

incorporates an evolutionary component in addition to chemistry and structure.  60 

 61 

NATURAL VERSUS ARTIFICIAL CLASSIFICATION OF MINERALS 62 

A longstanding philosophical debate considers the extent to which a basis exists for “natural” 63 

classification of kinds—a division of natural objects based on the organization of nature, as 64 

opposed to human-imposed “artificial” classification rules (Mill 1884; Dupré 1981; Kuhn 2000; 65 

Hawley and Bird 2011; Magnus 2012; Wilkins and Ebach 2013; Bird and Tobin 2018). Some 66 

natural systems would seem to provide unambiguous quantifiable categories on which to base a 67 

classification system [relativist claims that all human classifications are inherently artificial 68 

notwithstanding (e.g., Woolgar 1988; Kukla 2000)]. For example, a unique integral number of 69 

protons in the nucleus defines each chemical element. Further subdivision according to the integral 70 
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number of neutrons defines each isotope. Thus, in the case of atoms nature has provided an 71 

unambiguous quantitative basis for classification of kinds. 72 

In the more nuanced example of biological systems, because each new genetic characteristic 73 

arises at a specific time in a specific organism, a natural classification of living organisms based 74 

on an evolutionary sequence of genetic modifications seems plausible. [A significant caveat is the 75 

recognition of pervasive lateral gene transfer, especially among microbial communities—a mode 76 

of evolutionary change less amenable to a simple timeline and branching tree of life (e.g., Doolittle 77 

2000; Ochman et al. 2000; Keeling and Palmer 2008).] By contrast, many other classification 78 

systems of the natural world, such as the segmentation of the continuous electromagnetic spectrum 79 

into partially overlapping ranges of radio, microwave, infrared, etc., or of visible light into colors, 80 

resort to the division of nature into more arbitrary kinds. The extent to which humans impose 81 

arbitrary classification rules to define kinds, however quantitative and reproducible that system 82 

may be, reflects the extent to which a classification system can be described as artificial as opposed 83 

to natural. 84 

In this context, the present classification system of minerals incorporates both natural traits and 85 

artificial rules. The IMA chemical and structural rules for defining and approving new species are 86 

unambiguous, independently quantifiable characteristics of minerals. However, the idealized 87 

compositions and crystal structures of IMA mineral species are rarely observed in nature; 88 

therefore, rules defining minerals based on the dominant major elements and idealized crystal 89 

structures do not fully reflect natural mineralogical kinds. In response, this contribution proposes 90 

a modification and amplification of the present mineral classification schema—an evolutionary 91 

system of mineralogy that incorporates mineral modes of formation and thus essential aspects of 92 

planetary evolution. 93 
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 94 

SHORTCOMINGS OF THE PRESENT MINERAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 95 

What constitutes the most natural division of the mineral kingdom? The present system of 96 

mineral classification possesses the important advantage of establishing unambiguous criteria for 97 

the identification of the great majority of natural crystalline materials, both known and yet to be 98 

discovered and described. Following a rigorous IMA approval process, each valid mineral species 99 

is defined by a unique combination of idealized major element chemistry and crystal structure. 100 

This protocol satisfies the most basic requirement of any classification scheme—independently 101 

reproducible and verifiable criteria for assigning mineral names; as of 30 October 2018, a total of 102 

5370 mineral species had been approved by the IMA (rruff.info/ima). 103 

Longstanding questions in mineralogy ask how many different kinds of minerals occur on 104 

Earth? Does that number change through time? How does that number on Earth compare to other 105 

(typically less well endowed) planets and moons, both in our solar system and beyond? And by 106 

what natural physical, chemical, and biological processes do new minerals arise? Those questions 107 

have been explored recently in the contexts of “mineral evolution” and “mineral ecology,” which 108 

analyze the temporal and spatial diversity and distribution of minerals, respectively (Zhabin 1981; 109 

Hazen et al. 2008, 2015, 2016; Hystad et al. 2015). Unfortunately, these questions of mineral 110 

diversity and planetary evolution cannot be fully resolved using the IMA criteria for differentiating 111 

mineral species.  112 

This contribution introduces a complementary division of condensed planetary materials into 113 

natural kinds based on the observed range of chemical and physical characteristics of any natural 114 

condensed phase—properties that reflect not only a substance’s major element chemistry and 115 

crystal structure, but also its paragenetic mode (i.e., the physical, chemical, and/or biological 116 
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process by which it formed). Based on this genetic, evolutionary definition of natural mineral 117 

kinds, at least three categories of planetary materials are imperfectly catalogued by the present 118 

mineral classification system: (1) distinct natural kinds that have been lumped in the IMA 119 

classification; (2) individual natural kinds that have been split by the IMA classification; and (3) 120 

noncrystalline materials. 121 

 122 

Natural kinds that have been lumped by the IMA classification: The IMA mineral species 123 

criteria of idealized major element composition and crystal structure in some instances lump 124 

together demonstrably distinct natural kinds of minerals. Diamond offers a dramatic example 125 

(Table 1). The first mineral in the cosmos was nanocrystalline diamond that condensed from 126 

incandescent, expanding and cooling gases ejected from the first generation of large stars more 127 

than 13 billion years ago (Hazen et al. 2008; Ott 2009). These vapor-deposited nanodiamonds, 128 

which still must form in vast numbers around energetic stars across the universe today and which 129 

are distinct from all other diamond populations in their origins, morphologies, isotopic 130 

compositions, and other properties [for example, anomalous microwave emissions (Greaves et al. 131 

2018)], fall to Earth in chondrite meteorites and presolar grains.  132 

Contrast these well-traveled nanodiamonds with two populations of mantle-derived 133 

macroscopic crystals, some formed from deep, high-pressure carbon-bearing aqueous solutions, 134 

including “Type I” diamonds with IR- and UV-absorbing nitrogen impurities (Davis 1984; Shirey 135 

et al. 2013; Sverjensky and Huang 2015), and others from deep, high-pressure, carbon-saturated 136 

Fe-Ni melts (including nitrogen-poor, IR-transparent “Type II” diamonds; Smith et al. 2016). 137 

Equally distinct is the enigmatic “carbonado” form of diamond, which typically consists of porous, 138 

black, superhard sintered masses (Heaney et al. 2005; Garai et al. 2006). In addition, microscopic 139 
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diamond with a disordered structure (equivalent to the now discredited “lonsdaleite”) can form 140 

from carbonaceous material subject to the shock of large impacts (Vishnevsky and Raitala 2000; 141 

Németh et al. 2014). Thus, from the standpoint of cosmic evolution, the mineral species “diamond” 142 

can be viewed as at least five different natural kinds of minerals, each with a distinct set of 143 

properties, mode of origin, and age range of formation (Table 1). 144 

Similar arguments can be presented for many common minerals. Microscopic hydroxylapatite 145 

grains in chondrite meteorites differ in several respects from the coarser euhedral hydroxylapatite 146 

crystals in granitic pegmatite, which are in turn distinct from the hydroxylapatite/biopolymer 147 

composites of teeth and bones (Harlov and Rakovan 2015). Likewise, quartz displays multiple 148 

kinds: in granite and granite pegmatite, in hydrothermal veins, in quartzite, and in the biosilica of 149 

diatom skeletons (Heaney et al. 1994; Wysokowski et al. 2018). Pyrite differs in polymetallic 150 

veins, in black shales, and pyritized brachiopods (Rickard 2015); while calcite occurs in abiotic 151 

precipitates, biomineralized shells, and a dozen other contexts (Reeder 1983; Dove 2010). 152 

Mineral solid solutions offer additional examples of the lumping of distinctive natural kinds. 153 

Of special note are the plagioclase feldspars, the most abundant minerals in Earth’s crust (Rudnick 154 

and Gao 2005) and probably on Mars (Milam et al. 2010). The official division of plagioclase into 155 

two idealized end-member species, albite (NaAlSi3O8) and anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8), does not reflect 156 

the varied paragenetic modes of intermediate compositions (Klein and Hurlbut 1980; Wenk and 157 

Bulakh 2004). Andesine, oligoclase, labradorite, and bytownite, though admittedly defined by 158 

somewhat arbitrary and overlapping criteria, long served petrologists as useful natural mineral 159 

categories (e.g., Tilley et al. 1964).  160 

Therefore, in the planetary context of understanding mineral diversity and distribution through 161 

deep time, especially in enumerating the evolving numbers of mineral kinds and their global 162 
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distributions, many IMA-approved mineral species should be split into two or more distinctive 163 

natural kinds, each with a quantifiable combination (i.e., clustering) of physical and chemical 164 

properties. 165 

 166 

Natural kinds that have been artificially split by the IMA classification: In many instances, 167 

especially in mineral structure groups with great compositional plasticity, the division of minerals 168 

into numerous species according to ideal end-member compositions potentially results in the 169 

artificial splitting of natural kinds. By imposing compositional boundaries between species of 170 

minerals that occur in a continuous solid solution, the present mineral classification scheme does 171 

not adequately reflect natural kinds with wide ranges of solid solution.  172 

The tourmaline supergroup is a case in point. The IMA now recognizes at least 32 approved 173 

species of tourmaline (with 8 more species pending), each with a different distribution of major 174 

elements among six of its crystallographic sites (Henry et al. 2011; Grew et al. 2017; rruff.info/ima, 175 

accessed October 30, 2018). Given natural compositional variations, this classification means that 176 

an individual thin section may hold two or more different tourmaline species (e.g., Henry et al. 177 

2011; Grew et al. 2015), even if all tourmaline grains were formed in the same petrogenetic event. 178 

Indeed, individual grains that grow during a single magmatic or metamorphic event can display 179 

major element zoning that modulates among more than one tourmaline species. (Note that it is also 180 

possible for an individual mineral grain to represent two natural kinds—a core of igneous 181 

tourmaline or zircon, for example, with a hydrothermally deposited rim.) A division of tourmaline 182 

into natural kinds might thus provide a more parsimonious description of the supergroup and 183 

would facilitate a more accurate understanding of boron mineral diversity, distribution, and 184 

evolution (Grew et al. 2017). 185 
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The black mica known as “biotite,” which is distinguished in hand specimen and thin section 186 

based on optical properties and morphology, has now been subdivided into several mica group 187 

mineral species, including annite, fluorannite, siderophyllite, and tetraferriphlogopite (Rieder et 188 

al. 1998). Similar splitting of natural kinds into many species occurs in the complex amphibole 189 

group with more than 100 approved species (Hawthorne et al. 2012; rruff.info/ima), the garnet 190 

group (Grew et al. 2013), oxide and sulfide spinels (Biagioni and Pasero 2014), and other rock-191 

forming mineral groups. 192 

Binary solid solutions, including ferromagnesian olivine, orthopyroxene, and many other 193 

examples, underscore the potentially artificial nature of classification based only on major element 194 

composition and crystal structure. Any rock that incorporates olivine grains with close to a 50:50 195 

ratio of Mg:Fe will likely technically contain two species, both forsterite (Mg2SiO4) and fayalite 196 

(Fe2SiO4), even though all olivine grains arose from a single petrogenetic event.  197 

Current conventions for recognizing rare earth element (REE) mineral species provide 198 

additional potential cases of splitting natural kinds. Under the current system, parisite-(Ce) and 199 

parasite-(La) are distinct species, based on differences in the most abundant REE, even though 200 

both species contain the full suite of REE in solid solution and are represented by the general 201 

formula Ca(REE)2(CO3)3F2 (Table 2). Similar arguments could be made for some of the 202 

multiplicity of species of almost 40 other REE mineral structures (including Ce-, La-, Nd-, and 203 

Sm-dominant variants of florencite, a REE aluminum phosphate; Table 2). In some cases, these 204 

split species represent a single natural kind with one stability field that incorporates yttrium and a 205 

range of light and heavy REE and thus one paragenetic mode. 206 

In each of the above examples, the end-member compositions of diverse mineral structural 207 

groups are useful idealized thermodynamic constructs; the present IMA-approved mineral species 208 
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should be retained as the primary systematic means to identify minerals. However, in studies of 209 

mineral evolution and mineral ecology, which are based on the diversity and distribution of 210 

minerals through time and space, this splitting of natural mineral kinds into multiple species 211 

obscures relationships that determine mineral co-occurrence in varied paragenetic environments. 212 

As in the case of splitting a single mineral species into two or more natural kinds, the lumping of 213 

several species into a single natural kind affects any estimates of total mineral diversity and 214 

distribution.  215 

 216 

Natural kinds of non-crystalline planetary materials. The definition of a mineral as a naturally 217 

occurring crystalline material is deeply ingrained, yet it arbitrarily excludes significant volumes of 218 

condensed planetary materials from formal mineralogical consideration. Volcanic glass, solidified 219 

silica gel, shungite, amber, composite materials such as coal and mixed-layer clays, and natural 220 

nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes and buckeyballs are among the many potentially 221 

important condensed solid phases that may play key roles in our understanding of planetary 222 

evolution, yet which lie outside the purview of modern mineralogy (Rogers 1917; Povarennykh 223 

1996; Povarennykh et al. 2018).  224 

This mineralogical requirement of crystallinity may lead to biases when attempting to 225 

understand deposits rich in amorphous and nanoscale materials. For example, recent data from 226 

NASA’s Mars Science Laboratory reveals that some martian soils contain greater than 50 weight 227 

percent amorphous material (e.g., Morrison et al. 2018). By expanding the classification of mineral 228 

kinds to consider a broader range of characteristic physical and chemical properties—i.e., beyond 229 

materials with a strictly periodic atomic structure—the potential exists to enrich mineralogy while 230 

better representing the actual materials that make up planets. 231 
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 232 

IMPLEMENTING AN EVOLUTIONARY SYSTEM OF MINERALOGY 233 

Three significant challenges must be overcome to transform the concept of an evolutionary 234 

system of mineralogy into practical protocols for mineral classification: (1) creating extensive, 235 

reliable, and open-access mineral data resources; (2) applying diverse methods of cluster analysis 236 

to differentiate mineral natural kinds; and (3) developing a coherent and consistent nomenclature 237 

for mineral natural kinds.  238 

 239 

1. Creating data resources:  Quantitative identification of mineral natural kinds (e.g., the 240 

several kinds of diamond in Table 1) will emerge from analysis of extensive, reliable, and open-241 

access data resources that are not yet generally available for most mineral species and groups. 242 

Consequently, the mineralogical community needs to create accurate and comprehensive 243 

tabulations of varied mineral attributes. The defining attributes will vary for different mineral 244 

species and groups, but will always include trace and minor elements. Additional parameters of 245 

interest might include isotopes of major, minor, and trace elements; crystal size, morphology, 246 

twinning, and defects; optical, electrical, magnetic, and elastic properties; the mineral’s biological 247 

context, including local microbiota, fauna, and flora; age of formation; associated minerals, 248 

petrological context, and tectonic setting; and climate zone, local aqueous chemistry, and other 249 

environmental parameters. Each of these variables adds information that collectively have the 250 

potential to differentiate natural kinds through multi-dimensional analysis, and which might 251 

elucidate the origins and subsequent history of a mineral specimen in the context of planetary 252 

evolution. 253 
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Building robust data resources is thus the next step in implementing this proposed evolutionary 254 

system of mineralogy, both through “brute-force” compilations (i.e., transcription of literature data 255 

by hand), and through emerging machine learning methods that can rapidly scan pre-existing 256 

literature (e.g., https://geodeepdive.org; accessed 31 October 2018). A major ongoing challenge to 257 

the international mineralogy and petrology community is to promote a culture of data sharing, 258 

including the retrieval of “dark data” and the implementation of FAIR data policies by publications 259 

and societies (Downs 2006; Lehnert et al. 2007; Hazen 2014; Wilkinson et al. 2016).  260 

 261 

2. Applying natural kind cluster analysis: “Cluster analysis” is a constellation of analytical 262 

methods that group objects into subsets (clusters) whose members are more alike than objects 263 

outside the cluster (e.g., Bailey 1994; Everitt 2011). Expanded mineral data resources on numerous 264 

specimens with many attributes are well suited for varied analytical approaches under the cluster 265 

analysis umbrella. Though there exists no single definition of a “cluster,” two groups of minerals 266 

could be represented as distinct “kinds” if cluster analysis of any combination of attributes results 267 

in two non-overlapping groups in n-dimensional space.  268 

In this endeavor mineralogists can learn important lessons from other scientific disciplines that 269 

have embraced classifications system based on natural kind clusters (Boyd 1991, 1999; Millikan 270 

1999). Paleontologists and biologists have long employed the data-driven, cluster approach of 271 

morphometric analysis, for example to distinguish superficially similar species from ontonogenic 272 

sequences (Lohmann 1983; Bookstein 1991; Ashraf 2004; Turvey et al. 2018). In this formalism, 273 

the key to recognizing distinct natural kinds is the collection and analysis of numerous individual 274 

specimens to obtain statistically meaningful distributions of traits related to size and shape. 275 

https://geodeepdive.org/
https://geodeepdive.org/
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A revealing recent example is the application of cluster analysis to discern four major human 276 

personality types (Gerlach et al. 2018), based on analysis of more than 1.5 million individual 277 

results from the Five-Factor model of human personality traits (e.g., Widiger 2015). Their study 278 

reveals both the promise and potential pitfalls of cluster analysis. They initially employed an 279 

unsupervised Gaussian mixture model, which led to an unreasonably large number of discrete 280 

clusters—a difficulty that can arise in cluster analysis if groups differ significantly in size 281 

(Burnham and Anderson 2002; Lancichinetti et al. 2015). Gerlach et al. employed varied statistical 282 

tests to reveal that four major clusters provide an optimal fit to this large dataset. The authors thus 283 

emphasize “limitiations of unsupervised machine learning methods to the analysis of big data.”  284 

A similar strategy can be applied to implementation of an evolutionary system of mineralogy, 285 

which must be predicated on the analysis and comparison of numerous specimens from different 286 

mineral-forming environments. As with classifications in other domains, the recognition of 287 

mineral natural kinds will ultimately depend on the analytical comparison of large numbers of 288 

individual mineral descriptions, with richly varied information, data analysis, and visualization.  289 

A significant challenge lies in determining what constitutes a mineral cluster. Ambiguity arises 290 

because no one algorithm or set of criteria can be universally applied to discern optimal clustering 291 

(Jain 2010). Experts in specific mineral species or groups must therefore supervise the application 292 

of cluster analysis, for example by selecting the most important attributes and constraining the 293 

total number of clusters. Each natural kind should be defined by continuous ranges of multiple 294 

attributes that arise from a well-defined paragenetic process—ideally a combination of 295 

characteristics that do not overlap with those of any other mineral kind. For example, vapor-296 

deposited nanodiamonds from the expanding and cooling gaseous envelopes of energetic stars 297 
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possess physical and chemical characteristics that are inherently different from those of high-298 

pressure/temperature diamonds formed in Earth’s mantle, and thus will form a separate cluster.  299 

Identifications of natural kinds, including both the lumping and the splitting of existing IMA 300 

species, is context dependent and must be considered on a case-by-case basis. Depending on one’s 301 

focus, the resulting number of clusters may differ significantly. For example, one researcher 302 

studying hydroxylapatite from the broad-brush perspective of billions of years of Earth history 303 

might choose to divide all specimens into three clusters: meteoritic, crustal, and biomineralized. 304 

By contrast, a biologist examining hydroxylapatite from a different evolutionary viewpoint might 305 

recognize multiple types of biomineralization with different kinds of bio-apatite in brachiopods, 306 

fish scales, cartilage, teeth, and bones (Roy 1974; Onozato 1979; Ohirta 1986; Sherman 2008).  307 

The flexible, context-dependent nature of cluster analysis renders this approach ill-suited to be 308 

the primary classification system for minerals. Nevertheless, recognition of distinct mineral kinds 309 

is essential if we are to understand how the mineralogy of planets evolves through a succession of 310 

physical, chemical, and biological processes. 311 

 312 

3. Developing a nomenclature for mineral natural kinds: Unambiguous, standardized 313 

mineralogical nomenclature is essential. In spite of attempts to introduce systematic and rational 314 

approaches to mineralogical nomenclature (e.g., Nickel and Grice 1998), relatively few of the more 315 

than 5300 approved mineral names provide useful clues regarding chemical or physical attributes 316 

of species, much less their varied modes of occurrence. The community of Earth scientists would 317 

be ill-served by any system that adds layers of taxonomic obscurity on the existing scheme.   318 

A logical solution in the case of an evolutionary system is to employ descriptive paragenetic 319 

modifiers to the existing IMA mineral names. In the case of diamond, for example, names for 320 
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several natural kinds already exist. “Presolar diamond” and “impact diamond” are self-321 

explanatory, whereas “type I,” “type II,” and “carbonado” are well established varietal names for 322 

diamond. In each case the name “diamond” is retained, but with a familiar modifier. In the context 323 

of planetary evolution, recognizing and naming mineral natural kinds in this manner will enhance 324 

our ability to communicate stages of mineral evolution with clarity. 325 

Finally, it is important to recognize that in the majority of instances, especially rare minerals 326 

with only one known mode of formation (Hazen and Ausubel 2016), natural mineral kinds will be 327 

exactly equivalent to IMA mineral species. Therefore, in most instances mineralogical 328 

nomenclature will require no modification.  329 

 330 

IMPLICATIONS 331 

An underlying assumption of this proposal is that complementary classification schemes of 332 

natural objects have the potential to reflect different aspects, and thus varied theories, of the natural 333 

world. The present IMA scheme focuses on idealized end-member compositions and structures of 334 

minerals, and thus is rooted in the principles of thermodynamics independent of a mineral’s 335 

geological context. The proposed evolutionary system of mineralogy, based on the complex range 336 

of attributes stemming from the paragenetic modes of minerals, represents a complementary 337 

classification that is particularly suited to revealing a deeper understanding of planetary 338 

evolutionary processes. Different natural mineral kinds arise at different evolutionary stages. As 339 

we attempt to compare and contrast different terrestrial worlds, for example Earth and Mars, it is 340 

insufficient to know the identities of idealized end-member mineral species. We must also 341 

understand the natural kinds of minerals, with their attendant implications for the dynamic histories 342 

of planets and moons. This evolutionary system of mineralogy incorporates fundamental aspects 343 
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of a mineral’s chemical composition and atomic structure, but also recognizes that every natural 344 

condensed solid arises at a time, and in an environmental context, that are essential to defining its 345 

natural kind.  346 

There is an appealing elegance in the existing system of classifying natural crystals as objects 347 

whose essence is captured in purely chemical and structural terms—whose idealized character is 348 

divorced from the sometime messy context of the natural world. Nevertheless, many ways exist to 349 

ascribe order to the universe and its objects; multiple classification schemes may serve parallel 350 

roles in science. When we consider the rich evolutionary history of our planetary home, as well as 351 

the growing inventory of thousands of other distant rocky planets and moons, each with its own 352 

unique evolutionary history, a complementary system of mineralogy beckons—one that 353 

acknowledges the information-rich complexity of natural minerals and the remarkable stories they 354 

tell of the changing physical, chemical, and biological environments that produced them.  355 

 356 
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Table 1. Selected natural kinds of diamond: The mineral species “diamond,” which is defined as pure carbon in the cubic diamond 582 

structure, encompasses several natural kinds based on their different paragenetic modes. These differing modes of formation result in 583 

distinctive morphologies, trace element and isotopic compositions, and physical properties. Data from Davies (1984), Vishnevsky and 584 

Raitala (2000), Heaney et al. (2005), Garai et al. (2006), Ott (2009), Shirey et al. (2013), and Greaves et al. (2018). 585 

________________________________________________________________________________________________  586 

Diamond kind  Size/morphology       Distinctive properties        Paragenetic Mode              Maximum Age (Ga)  587 

Stellar vapor deposition <5 nm/nanocrystalline      Anomalous microwave emission       Low-P, condensation       > 13 588 

“Type I”    to 2 cm/euhedral       Absorbs 8 µm IR and 300 nm UV    High-P, aqueous fluid       >   3 589 

“Type II”  to 10 cm/euhedral      IR/UV transparent        High-P, Fe-Ni melt       >   3 590 

Carbonado  to >10 cm/polycrystalline      Black, porous, superhard       Unknown   Unknown 591 

Impact diamond  <1 mm/euhedral/also in      Birefringent; hardness = 3       Shock transformation        > 4.5 592 

       polycrystalline aggregates              593 

 594 

 595 

 596 

  597 
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Table 2. Rare earth element (REE) compositions (in atom percent) of IMA mineral species of florencite and parisite.  598 

The assignment of different mineral species to specimens that differ in the most abundant REE may lead to splitting  599 

of natural kinds. 600 

__________________________________________________________________________________________  601 

IMA mineral species Ideal formula  Ce La Nd Sm Y Reference    602 

Florencite-(Ce)  CeAl3(PO4)2(OH)6 0.56 0.28 0.12 0.04  -  Pouliot & Hofmann (1981) 603 

Florencite-(La)  LaAl3(PO4)2(OH)6 0.34 0.61 0.02   -  -  Lefebvre & Gasparrini (1980) 604 

Florencite-(Nd)  NdAl3(PO4)2(OH)6 0.05 0.19 0.28 0.10 0.15  Milton, D.J. and Bastron, H. (1971) 605 

Florencite-(Sm)  SmAl3(PO4)2(OH)6 0.10 0.02 0.32 0.38  -  Repina et al. (2010) 606 

 607 

Parisite-(Ce)  CaCe2(CO3)3F2  1.03 0.49 0.42   - 0.06 Ni et al. (2000) 608 

Parisite-(La)  CaLa2(CO3)3F2  0.37 0.83 0.51 0.04 0.03 Menezes Filho et al. (2018)  609 

 610 




